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ABSTRACT

Context. The presence or absence of ice in protoplanetary disks is of great importance to the formation of planets. By enhancing solid surface density and increasing sticking efficiency, ice catalyzes the rapid formation of planetesimals and decreases the timescale of giant planet core accretion.

Aims. In this paper, we analyze the composition of the outer disk around the Herbig star HD 142527. We focus on the composition of water ice, but also analyze the abundances of previously proposed minerals.

Methods. We present new Herschel far-infrared spectra and a re-reduction of archival data from the Infrared Space Observatory (ISO). We modeled the disk using full 3D radiative transfer to obtain the disk structure. Also, we used an optically thin analysis of the outer disk spectrum to obtain firm constraints on the composition of the dust component.

Results. The water ice in the disk around HD 142527 contains a large reservoir of crystalline water ice. We determine the local abundance of water ice in the outer disk (i.e., beyond 130 AU). The re-reduced ISO spectrum differs significantly from that previously published, but matches the new Herschel spectrum at their common wavelength range. In particular, we do not detect any significant contribution from carbonates or hydrous silicates, in contrast to earlier claims.

Conclusions. The amount of water ice detected in the outer disk requires ~80% of oxygen atoms. This is comparable to the water ice abundance in the outer solar system, comets, and dense interstellar clouds. The water ice is highly crystalline while the temperatures where we detect it are too low to crystallize the water on relevant timescales. We discuss the implications of this finding.
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1. Introduction

Ice is an important constituent in many planet formation scenarios. Ice coated grains are expected to stick together much more easily, and the enhanced surface density of solid material in the regions where water ice can exist makes forming larger structures easier. The increase of the mass in solid material in the region where there is ice compared to where there is no ice has been estimated to range from a factor of 1.6 (see, e.g., Min et al. 2011) to a factor of 4.2 (see, e.g., Thommes & Duncan 2006). Direct observations of the icy regions in planet-forming disks and the abundance of ice in these regions are sparse. From an analysis of the Infrared Space Observatory (ISO) Long Wavelength Spectrometer (LWS) spectra of a collection of protoplanetary disks, Chiang et al. (2001) conclude that the ice features detected from two sources (confirmed by Creech-Eakman et al. 2002) can be reproduced by assuming 50% of the oxygen atoms are locked away in water ice.

HD 142527 is classified as a Herbig Ae/Be system and consists of an F-type star surrounded by a large protoplanetary disk. The disk, which extends out to beyond 1″ in scattered light and in the millimeter continuum (which translates to 145 AU for the 145 pc distance to the source), basically consists of a large ring with an inner radius around ~140 AU and a heavily depleted region inside (see Rameau et al. 2012; Canovas et al. 2013; Avenhaus et al. 2014). Although the origin of the gap is uncertain, a likely possibility is the presence of a multiplanet system.

When spatially resolved, the disk is seen to be highly asymmetric in both cool dust emission (Casassus et al. 2013) and rotational molecular lines (van der Plas et al. 2014). This is attributed to azimuthal drift of large dust grains accumulated in the ring that are triggered by azimuthal variations in gas mass. These so-called dust traps are speculated to be important for planet formation (Klahr & Henning 1997; Birnstiel et al. 2013). Multiple recent imaging studies have brought interesting features of the outer disk to light. For example, imaging polarimetry
has revealed the presence of spiral arms (Canovas et al. 2013; Avenhaus et al. 2014) and the presence of an inner disk with a different inclination than the outer disk (Marino et al. 2015). The spiral arms are potentially formed by resonances with planets inside the gap or by gravitational instabilities in the outer disk. They have also been detected in rotational CO lines and an analysis of their characteristics suggest that they are formed by a combination of these mechanisms (Christiaens et al. 2014). To add to the intriguing complexity of the system, Biller et al. (2012) detected a companion with a separation of 12 AU (see also Close et al. 2014, for a confirmation of this object) and a mass around 0.13 $M_\odot$ (Lacour et al. 2016).

The disk surrounding HD 142527 has an interesting mineralogy. The composition of the innermost few AU of the disk has a very high abundance of crystalline silicates, while further out there is a higher abundance of amorphous silicates, which is similar to those in the interstellar medium (van Boekel et al. 2004).

A mineralogical analysis of the ISO SWS and LWS spectrum, from 2 to 200 $\mu$m, was presented in Malffait et al. (1999). These authors detected crystalline water ice along with a broad feature around 105 $\mu$m, which they attributed to the hydrous silicate montmorillonite. Later, similar features were identified in the ISO spectra of other sources and attributed to calcite or other forms of hydrous silicates (Chiavassa et al. 2005).

Mutschke et al. (2008) disputed the identification of montmorillonite as the carrier of the broad 105 $\mu$m band because at low temperatures the montmorillonite band is much narrower than the putative feature identified by Malffait et al. (1999). A detailed analysis of the mineralogy with spectra from the Spitzer space telescope, from 5 to 35 $\mu$m, is presented in Juhász et al. (2010).

In this paper we report on the detection of water ice with the Herschel Space Observatory in the framework of the Dust, Ice, and Gas In Time (DIGIT) Herschel Key Program (Green et al. 2016). Crystalline water ice in protoplanetary dust was tentatively detected before with Herschel in the disk around GQ Lup (McClure et al. 2012), and also in a later paper in a somewhat larger sample of T Tauri disks (McClure et al. 2015). Here we present an unambiguous detection of crystalline water ice in the disk around HD 142527. We determine the amount of ice needed to explain the spectroscopic features and compare to the elemental oxygen abundance. In addition, we revisit the ISO spectra to check for the previously claimed features and to combine the long wavelength analysis of the ice with Herschel with the strong 43 $\mu$m ice feature.

The paper is organized as follows. First we introduce the new Herschel observations we secured for this source and the recalibration of the ISO data in Sect. 2. Next we outline our modeling setup in Sect. 3. The results of fitting the new data are presented in Sect. 4, followed by a discussion of the implications in Sect. 5.

2. Summary of the observations

2.1. Herschel observations

HD 142527 was observed with the Herschel photodetector Array Camera and Spectrometer (PACS; Poglitsch et al. 2010) on March 16, 2011. These observations with the unique observation identifiers (OBSID) 1342216174 and 1342216175 were taken as part of the DIGIT Herschel key program. The PACS instrument consists of a $5 \times 5$ array of 9.4”$\times$9.4” spatial pixels (hereafter referred to as spaxels) covering the spectral range from $\sim$55–200 $\mu$m with $\Delta$/$\delta$ $\lambda$ $\sim$ 1000–3000. The spatial resolution of PACS, which is diffraction limited, ranges from $\sim$9” at 55 $\mu$m to $\sim$18” at 200 $\mu$m. All DIGIT targets are observed in the standard range-scan spectroscopy mode with a grating step size corresponding to Nyquist sampling (see Poglitsch et al. 2010, for further details on PACS observing modes).

We carried out the PACS observations with four up/down scans of the grating and one nod cycle, and we used a small chopper throw. Our data were processed through the standard processing provided by the Herschel science center up to level 0. As a next step we processed our data using the Herschel Interactive Processing Environment (HIPE; Ott 2010) with track number 13.0, build 3253, using calibration version 65 and standard interactive pipeline scripts. The infrared background emission was removed using two chop-nod positions 1.5” from the source in opposite directions. Absolute flux calibration was made by normalising our spectra to the emission from the telescope mirror itself as measured by the off-source positions, and a detailed model of the telescope emission available in HIPE. For a well-centered source, the central spaxel contains the largest portion of the source flux and thus provides the highest signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) spectra. However, small pointing error drifts of the telescope can lead to flux losses and spectral artifacts. This is especially bad when analyzing (broad) dust emission bands, as such spectral artifacts can lead to spurious results. To mitigate this, we used a twofold approach. We determined the source position in time and corrected possible flux losses from small pointing drifts using the PACS beam profiles. We then extracted the spectra using the central 3 $\times$ 3 spaxels to be sure to recover the total flux and to minimize any spectral artifacts introduced by pointing drifts of the telescope. For well-pointed sources, the highest S/N is reached in the central spaxel. However, a single spaxel spectrum also suffers more strongly from pointing effects than the combined 3 $\times$ 3 spectrum. To guarantee the best absolute flux calibration with the highest S/N spectra, we scaled the continuum fluxes of the central spaxel spectrum to the continuum of the 3 $\times$ 3 spaxel spectrum using a smoothing filter with a width of a few microns. We carried out spectral rebinning with an oversampling of a factor of two and an upsampling of a factor of one corresponding to Nyquist sampling. We carried out absolute flux calibration and corrections for instrumental artifacts that were not corrected for by the model for the emission from the telescope mirror with the mean spectral response function based on repeated observations of Ceres. Using these data, we estimate that the repeatability error on the PACS spectroscopic observations is on the order of 2%. The error on the absolute flux calibration is estimated to be about 4% (see also Müller et al. 2014, for further details on flux calibration using asteroids).

In addition to the PACS spectra, we also obtained Spectral and Photometric Imaging Receiver (SPIRE) spectra from Herschel for the longer wavelengths. These spectra were previously presented by van der Wiel et al. (2014).
mode (AOT01, speed 2), covering the wavelength range from 2.3 to 45 µm at effective spectral resolving powers (λ/∆λ) between 300–600. The data were reduced in the SWS Interactive Analysis environment (OSIA; de Graauw et al. 1996) using the standard pipeline (OLP version 10) up to the auto-analysis result stage, which yields separate flux and wavelength calibrated spectra for each individual detector and order. We applied extensive manual removal of bad data by clipping data that are clearly discrepant. The offsets applied to these data, are −6 and −14 Jy, respectively, to form a continuous spectrum. The overall shape from 45 to 200 µm of the dust emission is unaffected by the splicing we applied. The only line emission that is significantly detected is the [CII] at 158 µm.

The LWS spectrum (45–200 µm) was also obtained on 29 Feb. 1996 (TDTI0402250) in the full range scanning mode (LWS01). We started from the LWS auto-analysis result produced by the standard LWS pipeline (OLP version 10). Further reduction consisted of extensive bad data removal using the ISO Spectral Analysis Package and rebinning on a fixed resolution grid of λ/∆λ = 50. The rebinned spectra exhibit significant offsets between data from different spectral orders, called detectors. We have corrected for these offsets in such a way that the final spliced spectra conserves as much as possible the overall slope (as measured in log (Fν) as a function of log(λ)) and shape of the broad energy distribution (see Fig. 1). No corrections have been applied to detectors 2 and 8, detectors 0, 1 and 3 required a small (<4%) correction, while detectors 2, 4 and 5 needed to be scaled down by ∼10%. The baselines of detectors 7 and 9 are clearly discrepant. The offsets applied to these data, are −6 and −14 Jy, respectively.

This approach for creating a continuous spectrum is conservative in the sense that we take care not to introduce broad features or slope changes that are not present in the data prior to combining, while splicing these independent orders. This methodology is different from that employed in an earlier reduction (Malfait et al. 1999) where it was assumed that jumps between data from different detectors in LWS were due to inaccurate removal of dark currents, the correction for which can lead to significant changes in the spectral slope. The SWS and LWS data did not need to be further scaled to form a single continuous spectrum from 2.3 to 200 micron.

The final shape of the ISO spectrum is significantly different from earlier reductions. The feature previously reported around 90 µm is not detected in the recalibrated spectrum (see also Sect. 3.6). We identify calibration issues with the ISO LWS spectrum as the reason for a misidentification.

2.3. Compositional inventory

First we directly analyze the long wavelength spectra. We do not examine the mineralogy of the inner regions, which are probed by the Spitzer and ISO SWS/LWS spectra. For a compositional analysis of this spectral range, we refer to van Boekel et al. (2005), Juhász et al. (2010).

We plot the resulting Herschel and ISO spectra in the top panel of Fig. 2. The two features of crystalline water ice at 43 and 62 µm are very prominent. In addition to these features there is a sharp feature in the ISO spectrum at 47 µm. A suggestion for the origin of this feature from the literature is FeSi (Ferrarotti et al. 2000), but a firm identification, including other features (for
example, the expected FeSi feature around 32 $\mu$m is not detected in the Spitzer spectrum, is currently lacking. In addition, the condensation calculations performed by Ferrarotti et al. (2000) that predict the presence of FeSi have been performed for evolved S-stars and it is in principle not expected for the elemental composition in a protoplanetary disk. There is structure in the ISO spectrum at around 51 $\mu$m, but it is unclear if this is simply a noisy part of the spectrum or if there is really a solid state feature. Finally, a broad feature can be seen in both the ISO and PACS spectrum around 69 $\mu$m. We have not been able to find an identification for this feature, but since it is visible in both the ISO and PACS spectra, we conclude it is real. Forsterite has a feature at this wavelength, but this feature is much narrower and cannot explain the broad feature detected even when we would consider a wide distribution in iron content and temperatures. The crystalline silicate diopside, CaMgSi$_2$O$_6$, has a feature with the correct width around this wavelength position, but peaking at 65 $\mu$m (Chihara et al. 2001). It is therefore tempting to speculate that it is taking place in a precondensation phase of the diopside, but perhaps with Fe instead of Mg causing the feature to shift toward the red (similar to what happens for crystalline olivine, Fabian et al. 2001).

In Sect. 3.6 we perform a more detailed compositional analysis, including the previously proposed materials on the basis of the ISO spectrum.

### 3. Modeling setup

Our main aim in this study is to constrain the composition and location of the water-ice that gives rise to the observed bands in the Herschel/PACS spectrum. These ice bands arise from the cooler, outer parts of the disk. To derive reliable parameters of the ice, however, one needs a full, realistic model of the structure of the disk that includes the ice-free inner parts. Our model partly builds on previous detailed modeling of the HD 142527 system (Verhoeef et al. 2011). Recently, the inner and the outer disk of HD 142527 were identified as not aligned (Marino et al. 2015). This causes the shadow of the inner disk on the outer disk wall to be significantly smaller than in previous models, where the inner disk is aligned. This also reflects itself in the temperature distribution of the inner edge of the outer disk. Therefore, we cannot ignore this effect in our modeling of the outer disk and we adopt a full 3D model including an inclined inner disk.

We adopt a two-step modeling approach. First, we improve on the full radiative transfer model setup by Verhoeef et al. (2011) using a 3D model setup in combination with an automatic genetic fitting algorithm to optimize the model parameters and taking the updated spectral energy distribution (SED) and new Herschel data into account. In the second step, we take the resulting size distribution of the dust grains to make a least-squares fit to a model of optically thin emission from the spectral region with the ice features. In this second step, we assume that the thermal emission features are created in an optically thin warm surface layer and make a linear least-squares fit to a part of their spectrum assuming a single emission temperature for the feature contributing materials and a continuum made of blackbody emission. The advantage of this two-step approach is that we have a relatively robust estimate of the size distribution of the grains from the multiwavelength radiative transfer model and a detailed analysis of the mineralogy from the optically thin least-squares analysis (see Sect. 3.6 for details).

#### 3.1. Multiwavelength radiative transfer modeling

As our starting point we take the model from Verhoeef et al. (2011) with significant modifications. The basis of this model is a passive irradiated disk. We include an inner disk from the dust evaporation radius up to 13 AU, and an outer disk starting around 130 AU. The vertical structure of the gas disk is parametrized using a scale height that varies as a power law of the distance to the star. We adopt a tunable, size-dependent settling prescription based on self-consistent considerations. Each grain size is settled to its own scale height according to the settling prescription as described in Woitke et al. (2016), which is basically the prescription by Dubrulle et al. (1995) with a simple adjustment for the parameterized vertical gas structure. In the description the sedimentation is related to a single free parameter, the turbulent $\alpha$.

We construct a full radiative transfer model of the disk to compute the temperature structure and determine whether water ice is present at a given location. For this we use the temperature-dependent opacity option in the 3D version of the continuum radiative transfer program MCMAX (Min et al. 2009). This allows us to include the temperature-dependent ice optical properties as measured by Smith et al. (1994, see also next section). The temperature-dependent opacity implementation was successfully used in, for example, Mulders et al. (2011).

The radial density distribution of the dust disk was parameterized using a radial surface density (Hughes et al. 2008)

$$\Sigma(r) \propto R^{-q} \exp \left( -\left( \frac{R}{R_{\text{exp}}} \right)^{2-q} \right)$$

for $R_{\text{in}} < R < R_{\text{out}}$. Here $R_{\text{exp}}$ is the turnover point beyond which an exponential decay of the surface density sets in and $q$ sets the power law in the inner region. Although we fix the outer radius of the disk at 2000 AU, the surface density of the disk is already highly diminished after the turnover radius, which is a fitting parameter with a typical value around a (few) hundred AU.

We use a two-component model consisting of an inner disk and outer disk. The inner disk defines the SED up to a wavelength of $\sim 15 \mu$m. This part of the SED was very difficult to understand using only an inner disk in hydrostatic equilibrium, especially because of the large near-infrared excess (see Verhoeef et al. 2011, for extensive discussion on these components to the modeling), therefore a halo component was invoked that may represent a vertically extended disk wind (e.g., Bans & Königl 2012). Here, we used a parameterized structure of the inner disk and thus find a solution without a halo, but an inner disk that is significantly extended beyond hydrostatic equilibrium. Obtaining the exact structure of the inner regions is not the aim of this paper, but it could be constrained by infrared interferometric observations. Here we use the inner disk model to get a decent fit to the SED and shadowing effects on the outer disk, which we use to constrain the composition of the outer disk component.

#### 3.2. Dust optical properties

We use the Bruggeman effective medium theory to mix the various materials present in the dust (including the ice). In contrast, Verhoeef et al. (2011) simply add the opacities of pure grains. Using the effective medium theory provides a better account of the effects of mixed grain compositions and ice on the temperature structure of the disk. We take the same material composition as Verhoeef et al. (2011), based on the mineralogical analysis of
3.3. The location of water ice in the disk

We set a limit on the temperature, density, and strength of the local UV radiation field to determine the location of the ice. For the temperature and pressure-dependent part of the ice condensation and sublimation, we follow the equations from Kama et al. (2009), Min et al. (2011). The vapor pressure, i.e., the equilibrium partial pressure at the sublimation temperature, is given by (after Eq. (1) in Kama et al. 2009),

\[ p_v(T) = \frac{k_B}{\mu_m} \cdot 10^{(B-A/T)} \times (1 \text{ K}), \]

where \( T \) is the temperature and \( A \) and \( B \) are the constants known from laboratory measurements \((A = 2827.7 \text{ K}, B = 7.7205; \text{ Pollack et al. 1994; Kama et al. 2009)}\). If we assume that recondensation is proportional to the number of collisions on the surface of the grain with proportionality constant \( \alpha_{\text{dick}} \), the mass increase per unit surface area per unit time of a grain becomes

\[ J' = \alpha_{\text{dick}} p \frac{\mu_m}{2\pi k_BT}. \]

where \( \rho \) is the partial pressure of the condensing material, and \( \mu_m \) is the mass of a single molecule. At equilibrium \((\rho = p_v)\), i.e., when the mass loss due to thermal evaporation equals the mass increase due to recondensation, the mass loss rate per unit surface area is given by \( J'(T) = J' \).

Equation (2) was derived without the UV destruction of the ice. Assuming the ice mass loss rate due to UV photodesorption is proportional to the strength of the UV field, we obtain for the mass loss rate per unit surface area,

\[ J' = \alpha_{\text{dick}} p \frac{\mu_m}{2\pi k_BT} + \gamma' G_{\text{UV}}. \]

3.4. Optical properties of water ice

The solid state features of water ice are influenced by its formation temperature and thermal history and its current temperature. The formation temperature and thermal history mainly determine whether the ice is amorphous or crystalline and, thus, which features are present or absent. The current temperature, i.e., the temperature at which the ice emits, determines the exact wavelength positions and shapes of these features. If the ice originally condenses in amorphous form, but is subsequently heated to temperatures above \( \sim 110 \text{ K} \), the ice becomes crystalline, changing its spectroscopic appearance. The ice stays crystalline even if subsequently cooled down.

Smith et al. (1994) measured the temperature-dependent optical properties of water ice formed at different temperatures. They measured three different sets of optical constants: a set where the ice was condensed at \( 10 \text{ K} \) and warmed up to the measurement temperature (series I), a set where the condensation proceeded at the same temperature at which the optical properties were measured (series II), and a set where the ice was condensed at \( 150 \text{ K} \) and cooled down to the measurement temperature (series III). In the series I and II the ice is amorphous for temperatures lower than the crystallization temperature of \( \sim 110 \text{ K} \). Only in the series III measurements, where the ice was condensed in crystalline form and cooled down, are the ice crystalline at these lower temperatures.
the temperature dependence of the ice opacity into account self-consistently. The curves for the imaginary part of the refractive index of all three series at a measurement temperature of 50 K are shown in the lower panel of Fig. 2.

In our modeling procedure we pick one of the three series and use the optical properties within that series that correspond to the local disk temperature at each location in the disk. Thus, we always have three different models, one where the ice was formed at lower temperatures than currently observed, one where it was formed locally, and one where it was formed at higher temperatures.

3.5. Fitting procedure

We use a genetic algorithm to fit the spectral energy distribution and the interferometric observations (also presented in Verhoef et al. 2011). The algorithm we designed for this is based on the PIKAIA algorithm (see Charbonneau 1995), but revised to efficiently fit a combination of photometric and spectroscopic observations over a wide wavelength range. The possibility was added to the fitting procedure to evaluate all models generated during the fitting process to determine accurate error estimates for all fitting parameters. The error estimation process uses bootstrapping. We generate 1000 artificial observational datasets consisting of random deviations from the original dataset using the error bars on the data. For all these datasets, we compute the $\chi^2$ that this dataset would have with each model. This method yields a distribution of $\chi^2$ values that are commonly referred to as the $F$ distribution. We determine the standard deviation, $\sigma$, of the $F$ distribution. Next, we consider all models computed in the genetic fitting procedure that have a $\chi^2$ within 1$\sigma$ of the best-fit model. The spread on the model parameters that we find in all these models gives us the errors on the model parameters. Finally, at the end of the genetic run, we explore parameter space locally with a few hundred models centered around the best-fit parameters. This way we get a good estimate of the model uncertainties without having to compute a full scan of parameter space. For the bootstrapping method to work, the standard deviations on the observations are crucial. If these are too small, the variations in the 1000 artificial datasets are too small resulting in unrealistically small errors on the model parameters. We therefore multiply the errors on the observations by $\sqrt{\chi^2}$ before computing the $F$ distribution. This way, when the fit is not good (i.e., $\chi^2 > 1$), the errors on the derived model values automatically increase. The location of the best-fit model in the parameter space is unaffected by this rescaling of the error bars; we still find exactly the same best-fit model. The only thing that is affected is the estimate of the uncertainties of the parameters.

Defining $\chi^2$ for an observational dataset containing both high resolution spectra (ISO and Spitzer) and photometry is nontrivial. To compute a total $\chi^2$, we weigh the different observational datasets differently to prevent the fitting procedure from becoming too sensitive to small parts of the spectrum simply because there are many observations in a particular wavelength region. Determining the weights to get a good fit to the spectrum is, to a certain degree, subjective and sensitive to the problem at hand. We increase the weight of the region around the ice features because in this study we are most interested in this part of the spectrum.

3.6. Optically thin, mineralogical/chemical analysis

From the radiative transfer modeling we get an estimate of the abundance of ice and grain size distribution. We use this as input in a linear least-squares fitting procedure. The aim of this exercise is to put firm constraints on the presence or absence of certain mineralogical or ice components in the dust. The disk is not optically thin in the far-infrared, but we assume here that the emission features originate in the optically thin surface layer of the disk and simulate the optically thick contribution with a distribution of blackbodies.

The procedure is based on that developed by Min et al. (2007) with a few small adjustments. The procedure is as follows:

1. For each component we construct a template spectrum of thermal emission at 80 K. The template spectrum includes the best-fit mixture (silicates, amorphous carbon and water ice) and a small abundance of the component we want to test. We pick 80 K as the representative temperature of the inner wall of the outer disk. There is some variation in the temperature of this inner wall, but as long as we pick a single temperature for all dust components, the exact value should not significantly influence the abundance estimates.

2. We make a linear least-squares fit of the observed spectrum with this mixture plus a contribution from pure blackbody emission from a sum of blackbodies at different temperatures. For the blackbody components, we vary the temperatures between 10 and 1500 K; the weights are determined from linear least-squares fitting.

3. To test the significance of each dust component, the abundance in step 1 is increased until the fit in step 2 gets worse by 1$\sigma$ according to a standard F test. This abundance is the upper limit for this component. This is carried out for the silicate and ice components in the mixture.

Following the analysis of the previous reduction of the ISO data (Malfait et al. 1999), we test for the presence of two different types of carbonates (calcite and dolomite) and three different types of hydrous silicates (montmorillonite, serpentine and chlorite). As mentioned before, we propose these materials as components of the disk from analysis of a previous reduction of the ISO spectrum. Further, we test for the presence of the three different types of water ice corresponding to the different series of measurements by Smith et al. (1994). We determine the abundance of each of the different ice measurements, corresponding to different thermal histories (see Sect. 3.4) to track the thermal history of the ice.

4. Results

4.1. Properties of the disk

The best-fit parameters of the HD 142527 disk, as derived using the genetic fitting algorithm, are summarized in Table 2. First we highlight one of the main findings, the ice/silicate ratio of 1.6, which is in general agreement with previously proposed values. We dedicate Sect. 5.1 to discuss this value in detail.

A few remarkable properties of the best-fit model are apparent from Table 2. First, we stress the scale height of the inner and outer disks. At the inner edge of the inner disk, the scale height expected from hydrostatic equilibrium and a midplane temperature of 1600 K is only 0.013 AU, which is a factor of 1.7 below the best-fit value. This reflects the problem already indicated before with the near-IR excess. At the inner edge of the outer disk,
and dust. Thus, the low value of $\alpha$ we derive under the assumption of a gas-to-dust ratio of 100 may already indicate that the gas-to-dust ratio in reality is much lower.

In our model we have $\sim 10^{-3} M_\odot$ of water ice in total. However, at a wavelength of $\sim 50 \mu$m the disk is not optically thin. This implies that we cannot see the entire outer disk. To estimate the amount of mass needed to account for the observed ice features we compute the total dust mass above the $\tau_{50 \mu m} = 1$ surface. In our model this is approximately $3 \times 10^{-5} M_\odot$. If we also take into account that at this wavelength only grains smaller than 20 $\mu$m in size (i.e., $2\pi a/\lambda < 1$) and warmer than 30 K contribute significantly to the formation of the ice features, we obtain a contributing mass at this wavelength of $3 \times 10^{-6} M_\odot$. Roughly half of this mass must be in crystalline water ice, which is about 0.5 Earth masses of ice. This is the hard lower limit on the mass in crystalline water ice needed to account for the observed infrared features. From our model we also find that, because of settling, the grain size distribution above the $\tau_{50 \mu m} = 1$ surface is heavily depleted in grains with sizes $a > 5 \mu$m.

### 4.2. Composition of the ice and dust

From the ice measurements of Smith et al. (1994) along with our dust opacity computations, we can derive the peak position of the 43 $\mu$m feature as a function of temperature. A very simple linear relation between the measured peak position and measurement temperature is found,

$$\lambda_{43 \mu m} = \left( 42.5 + \frac{T}{65 \text{ K}} \right) \mu m. \quad (7)$$

This relation is dependent on the dust grain model employed to convert the refractive indices into emissivities. For the 62 $\mu$m feature we find a similar relation, although because of the large width of the feature this is not as accurate,

$$\lambda_{62 \mu m} = \left( 60.7 + \frac{T}{53 \text{ K}} \right) \mu m. \quad (8)$$

From the ISO spectrum we find a peak position of the ice around HD 142527 of $\lambda_{43 \mu m} = 43.2 \pm 0.2 \mu$m. Using Eq. (7) this corresponds to $T = 45.5 \pm 13$ K. This is colder than the crystallization temperature of ice, and is also colder than the temperature of the material in the gap wall, which is around 70–80 K. We find $\lambda_{62 \mu m} = 62 \pm 0.7 \mu$m from the PACS spectrum, which corresponds to $T = 69 \pm 37$ K using Eq. (8). Because of the broadness of this feature, its spectral location is much more difficult to determine, but it is within error consistent with the low temperature derived from the 43 $\mu$m feature.

In previous reductions of the ISO spectrum of HD 142527 one could identify a broad feature around $100 \mu$m. The proposed carriers of this feature were carbonates or hydrous silicates (Malfait et al. 1999; Chivasssa et al. 2005), however, the feature is not detected in the PACS spectrum, which corresponds to $T > 69 \pm 37$ K. Because of the broadness of this feature, its spectral location is much more difficult to determine, but it is within error consistent with the low temperature derived from the 43 $\mu$m feature.

To put constraints on the abundance of carbonates and hydrous silicates in the outer disk of HD 142527, we follow the linear least-squares fitting procedure described in Sect. 3.6. Indeed, none of the carbonates or hydrous silicates are significantly detected. Adding these components to the fitting procedure actually increases the reduced $\chi^2$. See Fig. 4 for the best fit we find. This fit follows the PACS spectrum more closely than the ISO spectrum because of the superior quality of the spectrum (and thus lower error bars). For water ice, we significantly detect the scale height expected from hydrostatic equilibrium, assuming a temperature of 80 K is 22 AU, which is much closer to the best-fit value. This indicates that the outer disk is likely close to hydrostatic equilibrium.

Another interesting parameter is the turbulent mixing strength, $\alpha$, which we find to be much lower than the canonical value of $\alpha \sim 10^{-2}$ to $10^{-3}$ (Hartmann et al. 1998). This is surprising since the SED of this source is very red, i.e., the disk emission peaks at very long wavelengths, which classically indicates a flaring disk structure. Our model thus supports the current view that the red SED is an indication for a gapped disk structure (Maaskant et al. 2013). Finally, the total dust mass in the outer disk is relatively high. We currently assume a canonical gas-to-dust ratio of 100, which implies a total disk mass of 0.14 $M_\odot$. A possibility is that the outer disk has already lost a large portion of its gas mass. The values for the gas-to-dust ratio and turbulence parameter, $\alpha$, are degenerate in our model. To obtain the same degree of settling, but with a lower gas-to-dust ratio, we would need a higher value of $\alpha$ to keep the same coupling between gas and dust.

### Table 2. Parameters of the best-fit radiative transfer model.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Error</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Inner disk</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inner radius: $R_\text{in}$ [AU]</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exponential radius: $R_\text{exp}$ [AU]</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>fixed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dust mass: $M_{\text{dust}}$ [$M_\odot$]</td>
<td>$4.5 \times 10^{-7}$ factor 1.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Size distribution power law: $p$</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surface density power law: $q$</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scale height at the inner radius: $h$ [AU]</td>
<td>0.022</td>
<td>0.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scale height power law: $p_h$</td>
<td>1.23</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mixing strength: $\alpha$</td>
<td>$1.3 \times 10^{-5}$ factor of 2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inclination: $i$</td>
<td>$-46^\circ$</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outer disk</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inner radius: $R_\text{in}$ [AU]</td>
<td>146</td>
<td>$+2^-15$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exponential radius: $R_\text{exp}$ [AU]</td>
<td>282</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dust mass: $M_{\text{dust}}$ [$M_\odot$]</td>
<td>$1.4 \times 10^{-3}$ factor 1.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Size distribution power law: $p$</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surface density power law: $q$</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scale height at the inner radius: $h$ [AU]</td>
<td>17.3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scale height power law: $p_h$</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mixing strength: $\alpha$</td>
<td>$4.7 \times 10^{-6}$ factor of 2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inclination: $i$</td>
<td>$20^\circ$</td>
<td>fixed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Global parameters</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carbon/silicate mass ratio</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ice/silicate mass ratio</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>$+0.9^-0.6$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
only the cooldown series in the spectrum. Thus, the ice in the outer disk is compatible with being fully crystalline. In Table 3 we summarize the upper limits found for the other components. The high values for montmorillonite and serpentine are caused by their very weak spectral signature, which makes them act as a continuum component in this wavelength range. This means that although there is no indication for the presence of these materials in the spectrum, we cannot rule out their presence. For montmorillonite it was shown that at low temperatures (around 10 K) the features are significantly stronger and sharper, which would reduce the upper limit on the montmorillonite (Mutschke et al. 2008).

4.3. Scattered light images

Although we did not use imaging data in our fitting procedure, another constraint on the scattered light of the HD 142527 outer disk comes from polarimetric imaging using NACO at the VLT (Avenhaus et al. 2014). We produce a synthetic image, which we smooth using a point spread function typical for the VLT with active adaptive optics. The resulting degree of polarization image is shown in Fig. 6. We find that in our model image the asymmetry from the observations and the overall degree of polarization are reproduced very well (compare to Avenhaus et al. 2014). The inner disk is not visible in the polarimetric image since it is very small and its polarization signal integrated over the spatial extent of the point spread function is negligible.

The 3 μm resonance of water ice, which is abundantly observed in extinction in molecular clouds, causes a dip in the scattering efficiency of moderately large grains. Honda et al. (2009) took images of the outer disk in different filters in the near-infrared. Using filters in and outside of the 3 μm ice band they found a depression around 3 μm, which is typical for scattering off ice covered grains. Thus, there must be icy grains on the surface of the outer disk. To compare with these observations, we created a spectrum of our model in which we remove emission from the inner 0.5” and, therefore, we only simulate and detect flux from the outer disk. We indeed detect the scattered light ice feature very clearly as is shown in Fig. 5.

5. Discussion

5.1. Abundance of water ice

We presented the detection of water ice with ISO and Herschel in the protoplanetary disk surrounding HD 142527. The increase of the mass in solid material in the region where there is ice compared to where there is no ice has been estimated to range from a factor of 1.6 (see, e.g., Min et al. 2011) to a factor of 4.2 (see, e.g., Thommes & Duncan 2006). Here we measure the strength of this jump directly from the ice to silicate ratio in the water ice band they found a depression around 3 μm, which is typical for scattering off ice covered grains. Thus, there must be icy grains on the surface of the outer disk. To compare with these observations, we created a spectrum of our model in which we remove emission from the inner 0.5” and, therefore, we only simulate and detect flux from the outer disk. We indeed detect the scattered light ice feature very clearly as is shown in Fig. 5.

Table 3. Formal upper limits of the components not significantly detected in the fitting procedure.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Upper limit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Water ice – direct deposit</td>
<td>40% of $M_{\text{ice}}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water ice – warmup</td>
<td>40% of $M_{\text{ice}}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Montmorillonite</td>
<td>47% of $M_{\text{dust}}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serpentine</td>
<td>29% of $M_{\text{dust}}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chlorite</td>
<td>8% of $M_{\text{dust}}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dolomite</td>
<td>3% of $M_{\text{dust}}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calcite</td>
<td>2% of $M_{\text{dust}}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes. The upper limits are derived for inclusion of single components to the best fit. For example, either the direct deposit or the warmup ice components can be added with an abundance of 40% compared to the cooldown ice component. The dust mass $M_{\text{dust}}$ includes the mass in the crystalline ice component.

Fig. 4. Zoom in of the 35 to 100 μm part of the spectrum together with the mass absorption coefficient of a selection of proposed materials (carbonates and hydrous silicates). In the upper panel we also show fits with and without crystalline water ice to highlight the significance of this ice component.

Fig. 5. Model spectrum of the outer disk. The 3 μm ice feature, as detected by Honda et al. (2009), is clearly seen.
Table 4. Elemental composition of the mixture normalized to Si.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Si</th>
<th>Mg</th>
<th>Fe</th>
<th>S</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>O</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Silicates</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carbon</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>1.9 +0.9</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water ice</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>9.9 +5.6</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>19.9 +0.9</td>
<td>12.9 +5.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solara</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.23</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>8.3</td>
<td>15.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remaining</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>6.4 +0.9</td>
<td>2.2 +1.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes. a Solar abundances taken from (Asplund et al. 2009).

Based on solar abundance arguments. From the abundances of all dust and ice species in our model fit, we can compute the elemental composition and compare this to the solar composition. In Table 4 we compute the fraction of all elements locked up in the different components of the model fit. Here we assume that all Si is locked in the silicates. Compared with solar abundances from Asplund et al. (2009), all the oxygen atoms are used up by the solid components. The slight shortage of oxygen atoms in our model falls easily within the error margins. The number of Fe and S atoms remaining is approximately equal, which is consistent with the findings in our solar system that sulfur is usually locked up in solid FeS (a dust component that is not considered in our analysis). We are, however, left with a significant Mg abundance, which indicates that the silicate composition as used in our model is likely not complete and should be significantly more Mg rich. The compositional analysis of the silicates by van Boekel et al. (2005), from which we took our silicate mixture, does not include a detailed analysis of the amorphous component in terms of Fe/Mg ratio. An attempt to get a handle on the Mg content of the amorphous silicates in disks was performed by Juhasz et al. (2010), who find that Mg rich silicates provide a better match to the Spitzer spectra. The conclusion is that the mixture we find is consistent with elemental abundance constraints and that roughly 77% of the available oxygen atoms are locked up in water ice.

Here we find an ice/silicate ratio that accounts for all the oxygen and, thus, is the maximum ice reservoir one can imagine. In previous studies, the abundance of ice has been estimated to be significantly below that, leading to speculations of a vertically varying ice abundance due to enhanced grain growth from icy grains and subsequent settling of these grains below the visible surface of the disk. For example, our conclusion differs from the estimates of the ice abundance by McClure et al. (2015), who estimated that only half of the predicted ice was accounted for in the spectra of T Tauri disks. A careful reappraisal of the low S/N features used in that study seems justified in the light of our ice abundance estimates to examine the significance of the difference. Another possibility is that this difference is somehow related to the complex, dynamical geometry of the system, which should be a topic of future study.

5.2. Origin of the crystallinity of the ice

We have shown that the surface layer of the outer disk of HD 142527 contains a large abundance of crystalline water ice. Crystalline water ice forms in the disk at temperatures above ~90 K, which is warmer than the temperature where we detect it, which is around 45 K. We derive an upper limit of 40% of the ice to be in amorphous form (see Table 3), but the modeling fit is also consistent with 100% crystalline ice.

Fig. 6. Degree of linear polarization predicted by our HD 142527 model to be observed with VLT-NACO. The values compare very well with those obtained by Avenhaus et al. (2014). The field of view of the image is 2.85 arcsec.

5.3. Crystallization and origin of ice

The conditions in a laboratory on Earth are different from the conditions in a protoplanetary disk. In particular, the available timescales are significantly longer in a protoplanetary disk. Therefore, we have to carefully consider what happens to the ice when it stays at a certain temperature for a longer period of time. In the laboratory a crystallization temperature of 110 K is typically obtained for a crystallization timescale on the order of 1 day. The temperature needed for crystallization decreases if one allows more time for the transition to occur. Using the equation for the temperature dependent crystal growth rate from Jenniskens & Blake (1996) the timescale for crystallization scales as,

$$t_{\text{disk}} = t_{\text{lab}} \exp \left(-\frac{E_a}{RT} \left(\frac{1}{T_{\text{lab}}} - \frac{1}{T_{\text{disk}}}\right)\right).$$

Here $t_{\text{disk}}$ and $t_{\text{lab}}$ are the crystallization timescales in the disk and in the laboratory, respectively, $T_{\text{disk}}$ and $T_{\text{lab}}$ are the crystallization temperatures in the disk and the laboratory, $E_a$ is the crystallization activation energy (taken to be $E_a = 59.2 \text{kJ/mol}$ after Baragiola et al. 2009), and $R$ is the gas constant ($R = 8.314 \times 10^{-5} \text{kJ/mol K}$). We have to insert the local dynamical timescale for the disk, since this is the typical timescale that a dust grain can spend at a given location. Most dynamical processes act on a timescale on the order of the orbital timescale. At the inner edge of the outer wall (a radius of 130 AU) this timescale is typically 1000 yr, corresponding to a crystallization temperature of $T_{\text{disk}} = 91 \text{K}$ instead of the 110 K measured in the laboratory.

In order to be able to plot some key features of the ice and temperature structure in the disk, we remove the inner disk to obtain a circularly symmetric model of the outer disk that we can map onto a 2D figure. Removing the inner disk implies that we are basically considering here the nonshadowed parts of the outer disk alone. In the left panel of Fig. 7 we plot the region
in the disk where the 43 μm flux originates. The red region indicates where 90% of the flux at 43 μm comes from. The blue region indicates the region where in the outer disk ice can exist according to Eq. (5). We also draw contours for 45 K (the temperature of the ice according to the peak position) and 90 K (the temperature where ice can crystallize in one orbital timescale). In the right panel we plot the number of orbits required for ice to crystallize at that location in the disk according to Eq. (9) (color scale as indicated in the caption). In that panel, the thick black line indicates the location where ice can exist. As can be seen from these figures, by far most of the ice is in a region where it is expected to be amorphous. Also, most of the flux at 43 μm originates in this region. We now consider a few options for generating the amount of crystalline ice seen in the outer disk.

**Condensation in the gap:** at a distance of ~100 AU from the star, the temperature of the dust grains in the optically thin limit reaches 100 K, which is sufficient to make crystalline water ice. However, this is right inside the gap. The computations performed with ProDiMo confirmed that the vapor pressure of H₂O here is too low to form water ice (see also Fig. 7).

**In situ formation in the outer disk:** in the outer disk, ice condensation can take place. As mentioned before, at the equilibrium temperature at that location the ice forms amorphously. In Fig. 7 it can be seen that there are small regions where the ice could crystallize in 10 to 100 orbits. These are regions high up in the disk, however, where the densities are low, so there is not much ice there. Crystallizing the entire region responsible for the 43 μm feature requires substantial mixing to process the entire material in a column through the small crystallization region. This basically implies that we have to divide the timescale required for crystallization by the fraction of the ice that actually is at high enough temperatures to compute the timescale for full crystallization. This results in a timescale that is significantly longer than the lifetime of the disk. The crystalline ice we detect therefore requires (transient) heating above 100 K, where the ice crystallizes almost instantaneously. These events have to heat the material somewhere between 100 and 160 K such that the ice crystallizes without evaporating. Alternatively, the heating can be to temperatures above 160 K, where the ice evaporates and the cooling has to be sufficiently slow to allow the ice to reform crystalline. If the source of the heating is a transient accretion burst, we can compute the temperature structure using the method of Min et al. (2011). We find that an accretion burst of 10⁻⁴ M⊙/yr, which is very high, provides enough energy (both locally produced and through irradiation from the inner accretion shock) to crystallize the ice.

**Heating by a companion inside the gap:** one of the possible causes of the gap is the presence of a companion close to the inner edge of the outer disk. The luminosity of this companion can heat up the dust grains in the wall of the outer disk when it passes. If we assume that the companion is one Hill radius away from the outer edge of the gap, which is at least around 10 AU at this distance from the star, the required luminosity of the companion to heat the grains from 80 to 100 K is around 8 × 10⁻³ L⊙. This is almost two orders of magnitude above the detection limits obtained by Rameau et al. (2012), which rules out this scenario.

**Transportation from the inner disk:** in the midplane of the inner disk, the temperature and densities are right for creating crystalline water ice. At the outer edge of the inner disk, around 30–40 AU, the temperature at the surface of the disk is low enough for the ice to survive for a moderate amount of time. One could imagine the crystalline ice being created there and transported through the gap by the radiation pressure from the star (similar to the mechanism proposed by Vinković 2009). Normally in a protoplanetary disk, radiation pressure cannot move the grains very far because they are stopped by the gas. In this case, however, transportation through the low density region, the gap, seems possible depending on the currently unknown gas density inside the gap.

**Creation in the gap by collisions:** inside a larger body, the water ice can be preserved and protected against evaporation, photodestruction, and amorphization. Indeed, the ice in Kuiper Belt objects can be crystalline (Jewitt & Luu 2004), even at the surface. The gap in the disk is very large, and deep imaging has so far only revealed upper limits to possible planetary companions inside the gap (Rameau et al. 2012). If this very large gap is created by multiple planets, it can very well be that it also houses a collection of large planetesimals. When these bodies collide, they can free their crystalline interior in the form of small dust grains, which are pushed toward the outer disk by radiation pressure or a stellar wind. This mechanism was also proposed to explain the presence of crystalline forsterite particles at the inner edge of the outer disk in the HD 100546 system.
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